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An array of 16 Christie Crimson WU31 
laser projectors form an image of a chasm 

that is beamed into the aquarium at 
SeaWorld Abu Dhabi to make it seem like it 

is stretching endlessly into the distance
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SeaWorld, Abu Dhabi

Charting a new course for its business since the controversies of earlier years, Abu Dhabi’s SeaWorld takes the rustic quaint-

By Caroline Reid and Christian Sylt

MAKING A  
SPLASH WITHOUT 

GETTING WET

nyone who has tried to 
calibrate a projector 
knows how much of a 
painstaking process it can 

through 250 millimetres 
of acrylic under 20 metres of water with 

This was the challenge facing British experiential 

A
The tide has turned
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“The operators come 
in the morning, eyeball 

the screen, put up  
a test pattern, see how 
it looks and if they need 

to auto-align they hit 
the green button and it 

sorts itself out.”
James Lodder, 

Holovis
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Dhabi is comfortably the world’s largest indoor 
theme park.

It isn’t this big so that it can brag. Being under 
cover shields guests from the searing heat in Abu 
Dhabi which regularly soars past 100 degrees in 
summer. In turn, this enables the eight areas of the 
park to be decorated with intricately-detailed 
scenery as they aren’t open to the elements. As a 
result of this, even the exteriors of the attractions in 
the park have a similar standard of theming to that 

Universal ride.
SeaWorld Abu Dhabi has deep pockets as the 

park is owned by Miral, one of the world’s leading 
theme park operators. At an estimated cost of $1.2 
billion, the park is part of a strategy to reduce the 
reliance of the local economy on oil as its reserves 
are running out. “It is about improving the tourism 
sector of Abu Dhabi and, of course, above that, it is 

says Miral’s chief executive, Mohamed Al Zaabi. He 
adds that “this will be the next generation of 

Attention to detail
The attention to detail starts before you even set 
foot in the park itself as the indoor area surrounding 
the ticket counters is designed to look like a 
traditional Middle Eastern town from days gone by. 
A beached wooden sailing ship stands in the middle 

oil barrels. The ticket counters themselves are set 
inside a cream-coloured fort featuring arched 
battlements, oil lanterns hanging from the walls 
and ornate stone urns standing outside.

and the palm trees even look faded from decades 
of being blasted by sandstorms. Mountain vistas 
visible in the distance on banners covering the walls 
invite guests to head towards them. Then comes 
the big reveal.

The main hub of the park is a circular room lined 
with one of the world’s largest LED screens. With a 
circumference of 218 metres and a height of 16 
metres it is equivalent to ten IMAX screens. The 

and water currents rushing around the room. It’s 
hard to stop swaying on the spot as you watch the 
swirling scenes even though the cavernous room 
itself doesn’t move an inch.

sphere hangs in the middle of the room to help 
guests get their bearings. Doorways underneath 
the wraparound screen lead to the eight areas of 
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The auditoriums at SeaWorld Abu Dhabi make waves with projection screens integrated into the scenery

A soaring circular aperture makes a breathtaking window on to the watery world. At the heart of the park 

SeaWorld, Abu Dhabi

Video plays in the hub of the park on 
a 5.4 metre wide LED sphere which 
appears to hang from the ceiling like 
a water droplet suspended in mid air
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the park which are largely themed to bodies of 
water around the world.

Tropical Ocean looks like a Caribbean hideaway 
with huts which are built from bamboo and have 

which lines the walls and waterfalls rush down 
beside them. Traditional baskets woven from 
multi-coloured beads stand by bamboo fences and 
trees hang over the stone paths. Bark appears to 
be peeling off some of the branches whilst others 
seem to be sprouting new shoots. It makes the 
trees look so real that it’s hard to resist tapping 
them and it’s only then that you discover they are 

In the middle of it all is a vast pool which is 
seamlessly set into the ground and laps on to a 

do in the West Indies. A buoy bobs on the water in 
the distance and dolphins can sometimes be seen 
leaping through the air.

High-rise viewpoints
The pool looks like a decent-sized lake and visitors 
can look into it from different levels as the park is 
several storeys high. Guests enter by going up 
escalators and the bulk of the park is actually on 

the Tropical Ocean pool with windows cut into the 
cave-like walls so that guests can see into it from 
below. There’s even a restaurant which is set under 

-
ming above.

It is deliberately designed so that the animals 
don’t have to be in certain areas of the tank to be 
seen. This gives them more freedom and makes 
the environment more natual. There’s even an 

can interact with the colourful tropical birds above.
It couldn’t be much further from traditional 

aquariums which have claustrophobic, dank rooms 
lined with grimy glass that you have to press up 
against to see if anything is swimming by. 
Remarkably, the lake-sized pool in Tropical Ocean 
is a minnow compared to what lies next door.

The highlight of SeaWorld Abu Dhabi is found in 
Endless Ocean, the world’s largest single-tank 
multi-species marine life aquarium, which is home 
to more than 68,000 marine animals in 25 million 
litres of water. Endless Ocean is meant to be 
themed to a deep-sea exploration station on the 
sea bed but actually resembles the set of a space 
station with sleek grey walls and touch screen 
consoles showing information about marine life.

The area is made for Instagram with breathtak-
ing windows on to a watery world. One is a soaring 
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SeaWorld Abu Dhabi has been made for Instagram with one 
of its areas designed to look like a Caribbean hideaway

circular aperture that looks like a huge lens. There 
are also perspex tubes through the tank, bubbles 
you can step into inside the tank, transparent walls 
and mock submarines lined with domed viewports. 
The tank itself is so spacious that you can’t see the 
sides. In fact, the water immerses visitors in so 

on the outside looking in at the guests rather than 
the reverse.

Anyone who ventures deep into the bowels of 

this part of the building gets an experience which is 

deep-sea dive.

‘Underwater’ immersion
A winding staircase leads to a dark room that looks 
like a cave. Two huge rock faces rise up the sides of 

pours in from the 21 metre gorge between. It 
genuinely seems like you’re under water even 
though you’re actually bone dry. 

The glow also gives you the urge to approach the 
gorge and as you get closer you can see sharks, 
rays and turtles swimming by inside the aquarium. 
It’s such a mesmerising sight that it’s common to 
see people bumping their noses on the crys-
tal-clear plastic that runs down the length of the 
gorge as they realise they can’t go any further 
forward.

It’s incredibly imposing and atmospheric. And 
although it might not seem like it, it is also 
incredibly high-tech.

The effect of looking out into the ocean is 
augmented by images of marine life which are 
projection mapped onto a submerged acrylic panel 
made by aquarium specialist, Clax. The screen is 

“It is about improving the 
tourism sector of Abu Dhabi 
and, of course, above that, it 

of Abu Dhabi’s economy.”
Mohamed Al Zaabi,

Miral
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SeaWorld, Abu Dhabi

“The Endless Ocean 
screen is in the water. 
It’s in the sea water in 

So we have to project 
through two and a half 
metres of salt water to 
hit the back of this rear 

projector screen.”
James Lodder, 

Holovis

Beaming through water
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